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ABSTRACT

ray data [6]. Even in the traditional ‘market-basket’ analysis, it is not uncommon to have consumer information on
a number of dimensions, e.g., region-time-items data that
stores the sales of itemsets in certain locations over certain
time periods. This trend motivates us to extend existing 2D
frequent closed pattern analysis to 3D context. We refer to
the frequent closed pattern in 3D context as frequent closed
cube (FCC). Designing eﬃcient algorithms to discover FCCs
is the theme of this paper.
Association analysis based on FCCs can deliver more interesting information in 3D context. Let us ﬁrst take biological microarray datasets for example. Association analysis
based on FCCs can reveal patterns about how the expression of one gene may be associated with the expression of a
set of genes under a set of environments during a set of time
points. Given such information, we can easily infer that the
genes involved participate in some kind of gene networks.
Moreover, such association rules can be used to relate the
expression of genes to their cellular environments and time
periods simultaneously. Such associations can help to detect
cancer genes in diﬀerent cancer developing stages, especially
when cancer is caused by a set of genes acting together instead of a single gene. Like clustering, gene function can be
inferred based on the other genes in such association rule.
Next, we give an example in ‘market basket’ analysis. While
the association analysis based on 2D frequent pattern represents a set of items that is likely to be purchased together
in a set of transactions, a 3D FCC over a sales (region-timeitems) dataset would represent a set of items that is likely to
be purchased together in several locations over a set of time
periods. Such information would enable suppliers to deploy
their products to chains located at diﬀerent places during
certain periods where consumers share similar purchasing
behaviors.
In this paper, we tackle the problem of mining FCC from
3D datasets. Our contributions are as follows. First, we
introduce the notion of FCC and formally deﬁne it. Second, we propose two approaches to mine FCCs. The ﬁrst
approach is a three-phase framework, called Representative
Slice Mining algorithm (RSM) that exploits 2D FCP mining
algorithms to mine FCCs. The basic idea is to transform a
3D dataset into a set of 2D datasets, mine the 2D datasets
using an existing 2D FCP mining algorithm, and then prune
away any frequent cubes that are not closed. The second
method is a novel scheme, called CubeMiner, that operates
directly on the 3D dataset to mine FCCs. Third, we also
show how RSM and CubeMiner can be easily extended to
exploit parallelism. Finally, we have implemented RSM and

In this paper, we introduce the concept of frequent closed
cube (FCC), which generalizes the notion of 2D frequent
closed pattern to 3D context. We propose two novel algorithms to mine FCCs from 3D datasets. The ﬁrst scheme
is a Representative Slice Mining (RSM) framework that can
be used to extend existing 2D FCP mining algorithms for
FCC mining. The second technique, called CubeMiner, is a
novel algorithm that operates on the 3D space directly. We
have implemented both schemes, and evaluated their performance on both real and synthetic datasets. The experimental results show that the RSM-based scheme is eﬃcient
when one of the dimensions is small, while CubeMiner is
superior otherwise.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Frequent pattern mining plays an important role in many
data mining tasks, such as association rule analysis [1], sequential patterns [2], episodes [7], partial periodicity [5],
and etc. However, frequent pattern (FP) mining is a timeconsuming process. Moreover, it may generate too many
patterns and rules (a large number of which are “redundant”
in the sense that they do not shed additional insights) for
users to digest. To overcome these problems, Pasquier et. al.
proposed [10] the notion of frequent closed pattern (FCP).
While the number of FCPs are much smaller than the FPs,
they carry the same information as the FPs.
Several eﬃcient FCP mining algorithms have been proposed in the literature, including feature enumeration algorithms [11, 17], row enumeration algorithms [8] and densedata mining algorithms [3]. However, these algorithms are
all limited to 2D dataset analysis, for example, the genetime, gene-sample biological datasets in microarray dataset
analysis, and the transaction-itemset datasets in ‘market
basket’ analysis. With recent advances in microarray technology, the expression levels of a set of genes under a set
of samples can be measured simultaneously over a series of
time points, which results in 3D gene-sample-time microar-
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CubeMiner, and conducted experiments on both real and
synthetic datasets. To our knowledge, there has been no
prior work that mine FCCs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews some related works. In Section 3, we formally deﬁne the FCC mining problem. Section 4 presents the proposed RSM framework, while Section 5 presents the proposed CubeMiner algorithm. In Section 6, we show how
RSM and CubeMiner can be extended to exploit parallelism.
Section 7 reports experimental results on RSM and CubeMiner, and ﬁnally, we conclude in Section 8.

More recently, [6] and [19] proposed clustering algorithms
to analyze clusters on 3D microarray data, however, such
algorithms cannot be employed to mine 3D frequent closed
patterns.
In this paper, we attempt to mine FCCs that deliver
“close” relationships among three dimensions. That is, we
want to ﬁnd the maximum patterns in a 3D context. The
3D pattern is maximum in that an increase in any dimension will cause a direct decrease in at least one of the other
two dimensions; i.e., no further expansion in any dimension
can be made on the pattern.

2.

3. PRELIMINARIES

RELATED WORK

We shall ﬁrst deﬁne some notations that we will be using
throughout this paper, and then give the problem description.
Let R = {r1 , r2 , . . . , rn } denote a set of rows, C = {c1 , c2 ,
. . . , cm } denote a set of columns, and H = {h1 , h2 , . . . , hl }
denote a set of heights. Then a three-dimension dataset can
be represented by a l×n×m binary matrix O = H ×R×C =
{Ok,i,j } with k ∈ [1, l], i ∈ [1, n] and j ∈ [1, m]. Each cell
okij corresponds to the relationship among height hk , row
ri , and column cj . The value true (i.e., “1”) denotes the
relationship that any two dimensions are “simultaneously
contained (S-contained)” in the third one.
Table 1 shows an example of a three-dimension dataset in
Boolean context. In Table 1, h1 and r4 are S-contained in
c3 and c5 , denoted as C(h1 × r4 ) = {c3 , c5 }; h2 and c5 are Scontained in r1 and r4 , denoted as R(h2 × c5 ) = {r1 , r4 }; r2
and c1 are S-contained in h1 and h3 , denoted as H(r2 ×c1 ) =
{h1 , h3 }.

Traditionally, frequent pattern mining algorithms [1, 18,
14] typically generate a large number of patterns and many
of them are redundant. To reduce the number of frequent
patterns, frequent closed pattern (FCP) mining algorithms
have been proposed. A-close [10] uses a breadth-ﬁrst search
to ﬁnd FCPs. CLOSET [11] and CLOSET+ [16] adopt a
depth-ﬁrst, feature enumeration strategy. CLOSET uses a
frequent pattern tree for a compressed representation of the
dataset. CLOSET+, an enhanced version of CLOSET, uses
a hybrid tree-projection method to build conditional projected table in two diﬀerent ways according to the density
of the dataset. Both MAFIA [4] and CHARM [17] use a
vertical representation of the datasets. MAFIA adopts a
compressed vertical bitmap structure while CHARM enumerates closed itemsets using a dual itemset-tidset search
tree and adopts the Diﬀset technique to reduce the size
of the intermediate tidsets. Since these methods adopt a
feature enumeration strategy, they cannot eﬃciently handle
datasets with a large number of features (columns).
More recently, several schemes have been designed to handle “large columns small rows” datasets. In [8], the scheme
CARPENTER combines depth-ﬁrst, row enumeration strategy with some eﬃcient search pruning techniques. In [9],
COBBLER dynamically switches between feature enumeration and row enumeration depending on the data characteristic in the process of mining. Both schemes, however,
cannot handle dense datasets. In [3], D-miner was proposed
to identify closed sets of attributes (or items) for dense and
highly-correlated boolean contexts. D-miner generates and
employs a set of cutters (containing “0” information) to divide the whole dataset into small dense spaces.
Although the above-mentioned algorithms perform well
in their respective application domains in 2D datasets, they
cannot mine FCCs in 3D context.
In [13], a scheme was proposed to discover calendric association rules. Although time intervals are taken as a third
dimension, they are pre-deﬁned by users as calendric information. Hence, no thorough enumeration on the third
dimension is employed and no ‘close’ constraint is put on
any dimension. In [12], sequential pattern mining is studied in multi-dimensional context. However, it is still 2D
frequent pattern mining along with multi-dimensional projected database. The third or even the fourth dimensions
do not fully enumerate on diﬀerent entries as what the two
base dimensions do, and diﬀerent entries on the third/fourth
dimension are only employed to divide the data records into
diﬀerent projected groups. Moreover, no “close” relationships between the third/fourth dimension and the two base
dimensions are delivered. Thus, these works cannot be extended to mine FCCs.

Table 1: Example of Binary Data Context.
H = h1
R/C c1 c2 c3 c4 c5
r1
1
1
1
0
1
r2
1
1
1
0
0
r3
1
1
1
1
1
r4
0
0
1
0
1
H = h2
R/C c1 c2 c3 c4 c5
r1
1
1
1
1
1
r2
0
1
1
1
0
r3
1
1
1
1
0
r4
1
1
1
0
1
H = h3
R/C c1 c2 c3 c4 c5
r1
1
1
1
0
0
r2
1
1
1
0
0
r3
1
1
1
1
0
r4
1
1
0
1
1
Deﬁnition 3.1 Height Support Set and H-Support:
Given a set of rows R ⊆ R and a set of columns C  ⊆ C, the
maximal set of heights that simultaneously contain R and
C  is deﬁned as the Height Support Set H(R × C  ) ⊆ H.
The number of heights in H(R × C  ) is deﬁned as the HSupport of (R × C  ), denoted as |H(R × C  )|. For example,
in Table 1, let R = {r1 , r2 } and C  = {c1 , c2 , c3 }, then
H(R × C  ) = {h1 , h3 } since both h1 and h3 simultaneously
contain {r1 , r2 } and {c1 , c2 , c3 }, and no other heights contain
them simultaneously.
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We can deﬁne Row Support Set R(C  × H  ) and RSupport |R(C  × H  )|, and also Column Support Set
C(R × H  ) and C-Support |C(R × H  )| in a similar way.
Deﬁnition 3.2 Closed Cube: Given a set of rows R ⊆
R, a set of columns C  ⊆ C, and a set of heights H  ⊆ H,
a cube A = (H  × R × C  ) ⊆ O is deﬁned as a Closed Cube
if (1) R = R(C  × H  ); (2) C  = C(R × H  ); and (3) H  =
H(R × C  ). For clarity, A = (H  × R × C  ) is written as
A = (H  , R , C  ). Moreover, conditions (1), (2) and (3) are
referred to as “closed” in row set, column set and height set
respectively. Intuitively, a closed cube is complete (with all
‘1’s inside) and maximal (no larger complete cubes contain
it).
Deﬁnition 3.3 Frequent Closed Cube (FCC): A cube
A = (H  , R , C  ) ⊆ O is called a frequent closed cube if (1) the
H-Support |H(R × C  )|, R-Support |R(H  × C  )|, and CSupport |C(R ×H  )| are higher than the minimum H-Support
threshold (minH), minimum R-Support threshold (minR),
and minimum C-Support threshold (minC) respectively; and
(2) A is a closed cube. For example, given that minH =
minR = minC = 2, the cube A = {h1 , h3 } × {r1 , r2 , r3 } ×
{c1 , c2 , c3 } will be a frequent closed cube in Table 1. However, A = {h1 , h3 } × {r2 , r3 } × {c1 , c2 , c3 } is not a frequent
closed cube in that {r2 , r3 } = R({h1 , h3 } × {c1 , c2 , c3 }) =
{r1 , r2 , r3 }. For clarity, cube A = {h1 , h3 } × {r2 , r3 } ×
{c1 , c2 , c3 } is written as A = (h1 h3 , r2 r3 , c1 c2 c3 ).
Problem Deﬁnition: Given a three-dimension dataset
O, our problem is to discover all frequent closed cubes with
respect to the user support thresholds minH, minR, and
minC.

4.

Given the dataset in Table 1 for example, let minH = 2,
we will get the subsets {h1 , h2 }, {h1 , h2 , h3 }, {h1 , h3 }, and
{h2 , h3 }.
Second, slices within the same subset are combined to
form a new representative slice (RS). Given a 3D dataset
O = H × R × C = {Ok,i,j } with k ∈ [1, l], i ∈ [1, n] and
j ∈ [1, m], and let H  = {h1 , . . . , hx } be the subset to be
combined. Then the RS of H  can be represented
as a
x


n × m matrix such that ∀Oi,j
∈ RS, Oi,j
=
k=1 ∩Ok,i,j
where i ∈ [1, n] and j ∈ [1, m]. That is, the cell value of the
representative slice is 1 only when all of its make-up values
are 1; otherwise, the cell value is 0. And we say that the
heights in H  “contribute to” the RS of H  . The 2nd column of Table 2 shows the representative slices of the above
example.

4.2

4.3 3D FCC Generation by Post-pruning
In phase 3, 3D frequent patterns are generated by combining each 2D FCP with the heights contributing to its
representative slice. However, not all those 3D frequent
patterns are FCCs. Some of them are not closed in the
height set and should be pruned oﬀ. For example, in Table 2, after combining the ﬁrst 2D FCP “r1 r3 : c1 c2 c3 , 2 : 3”
with the contributing heights “h2 , h3 ”, a 3D frequent pattern
“h2 h3 : r1 r3 : c1 c2 c3 , 2 : 2 : 3” is generated. This 3D frequent pattern is not a FCC in that it is unclosed in the height
set and has a superset “h1 h2 h3 : r1 r3 : c1 c2 c3 , 3 : 2 : 3”(the
4th FCC in the 4th Column of Table 2). That is, the 2D
FCP is not only contained in slices h2 and h3 , but also contained in slice h1 .
To remove all unclosed 3D frequent closed patterns, we
develop a post-pruning strategy based on Lemma 1. If a 2D
FCP is contained in other height slices besides its contributing height slices, it is unclosed and hence can be removed;
otherwise, it is retained.

REPRESENTATIVE SLICE MINING

In this section, we propose a framework, called Representative Slice Mining (RSM), to mine FCCs. Under this
framework, any 2D FCP mining algorithms can be adapted
to work on the 3D dataset. This framework is based on the
idea that the 3D dataset O = H ×R ×C can be presented as
O = H ×SliceR×C . Hence, any dimension such as H set can
be enumerated ﬁrst, which results in all possible combinations of slices. Then on each combination of slices, 2D FCP
algorithms can be applied on the other two dimensions such
as R and C. Finally, a post-processing strategy is applied on
the results to remove unclosed cubes due to the ﬁrst enumerated dimension H. Based on this idea, we divide the RSM
framework into three phases. In phase 1, representative slice
is generated based on one-dimension enumeration and slices
combination; in phase 2, any 2D frequent closed pattern
mining algorithm can be applied to mine 2D FCPs on each
representative slice; in phase 3, a post-pruning scheme is
applied to remove FCCs unclosed in the enumerated dimension. We shall present the details of the three phases below,
before discussing the correctness of the scheme.

4.1

2D FCP Generation

In phase 2, any existing FCP mining algorithm can be
applied on each representative slice to mine 2D FCPs based
on dimensions R and C. In our experiments, we adopted
D-Miner [3] as it has been shown to be eﬃcient on relatively
dense datasets with long patterns. After mining, we will
have a set of 2D FCPs for R and C dimensions. For our
running example, the FCPs are shown in the 3rd column of
Table 2.

Lemma 1. Post-pruning Strategy: Let O = H  × R ×
C be a 3D frequent pattern and H be the whole height set.
If ∃H  ∈ (H \ H  ) such that ∀hk ∈ H  , ∀ri ∈ R , ∀cj ∈
C  , Ok,i,j = 1, O is unclosed in the height set and can be
pruned oﬀ; otherwise, O is retained.


Proof: ∃H  ∈ (H \H  ) such that ∀hk ∈ H  , ∀ri ∈ R , ∀cj ∈
C  , Ok,i,j = 1. So, there exists Os = ((H  ∪ H  ) × R × C  ),
which is the superset of O = (H  × R × C  ). Hence, O is
not closed in the height set, which contradicts the condition
(3) of Closed Cube deﬁnition. That is, O is not a closed
cube and should be pruned oﬀ.
2
In the post pruning process, not all relative cells in all
non-contributing slices are checked. During the slice checking process, any one cell with value ‘0’ can stop one slice
checking. And any slice passing the checking process (all
relative cells value ‘1’) without early termination can stop
other slices’ checking process in that the pattern is already

Representative Slice Generation

In phase 1, we ﬁrst take the height dimension H as our
base dimension1 , and enumerate set H = {h1 , h2 , . . . , hl } to
get all subsets of H (denoted H  ) such that |H  | >= minH.
1
Note that we can pick any of the dimensions as the base
dimension. In fact, as we shall see, because the base dimension has to be enumerated over all combinations of its
values, picking the dimension that has the smallest number
of values is a good heuristic. WLOG, we shall use the height
dimension for our discussion.
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Height Set
h2 , h 3

h1 , h 3

h1 , h 2

h1 , h 2 , h 3

Table 2: RSM Example (minH = minR = minC = 2).
Representative Slices
2D FCPs
3D FCCs
11100
r1 r3 : c1 c2 c3 , 2 : 3
01100
r1 r3 r4 : c1 c2 , 3 : 2
h2 h3 : r1 r3 r4 : c1 c2 , 2 : 3 : 2
11110
r1 r2 r3 : c2 c3 , 3 : 2
11001
11100
r1 r2 r3 : c1 c2 c3 , 3 : 3 h1 h3 : r1 r2 r3 : c1 c2 c3 , 2 : 3 : 3
11100
11110
00001
11101
r1 r4 : c3 c5 , 2 : 2
h1 h2 : r1 r4 : c3 c5 , 2 : 2 : 2
01100
r1 r3 : c1 c2 c3 , 2 : 3
11110
r1 r2 r3 : c2 c3 , 3 : 2
00101
11100
r1 r3 : c1 c2 c3 , 2 : 3
h1 h2 h3 : r1 r3 : c1 c2 c3 , 3 : 2 : 3
01100
r1 r2 r3 : c2 c3 , 3 : 2
h1 h2 h3 : r1 r2 r3 : c2 c3 , 3 : 3 : 2
11110
00001
M ineF CP (RSH  ) and R × C  is pruned oﬀ by the 2D FCP
mining algorithm in that it is unclosed in the row set. Hence,
O cannot be generated, which is contrary to the assumption
that O ∈ ξ. Thus, we conclude that O is closed in the R
set. Using the same logic, we can prove that O is closed in
the C set.
Now that we conclude that O is closed and satisﬁes all
monotonic constraints. Hence, O ∈ F CCs and our assumption that there exists a 3D pattern O ∈ ξ but O ∈
/ F CCs
is wrong. That is, ξ ⊆ F CCs. So, our RSM framework for
mining F CCs is correct in that ξ = F CCs.
2

conﬁrmed to be unclosed. This strategy ensures that we
ﬁnish the close checking process as early as possible. For
the example in Table 2, after the post-pruning process, the
resulting FCCs are shown in the 4th column.
Theorem 1. Let F CCs be the set of frequent closed cubes
of a 3D dataset. Let ξ denote the resultant frequent closed
cubes obtained from running RSM on the dataset. Then
F CCs = ξ. In other words, RSM correctly generates all
and only all FCCs.
Proof: Let M ineF CP (RS) denote the 2D FCP mining algorithm on slice RS. First, we prove that F CCs ⊆ ξ. Let δ
be the set of unclosed 3D frequent patterns removed by the
post-pruning strategy. Given any FCC O = H  × R × C  ,
then there must exist a representative slice RSH  such that
H  contributes to RSH  . That is, (R × C  ) ⊆ RSH  . Since
R × C  is closed for H  , (R × C  ) ⊆ M ineF CP (RSH  ).
Hence, O ∈ (ξ ∪ δ). As proved in Lemma 1, the postpruning strategy only removes unclosed 3D frequent patterns, so O ∈
/ δ. Thus, O ∈ ξ. Hence, we conclude that
F CCs ⊆ ξ.
Next, we prove ξ ⊆ F CCs by contradiction. Assume
there exists a 3D pattern O ∈ ξ but O ∈
/ F CCs. Then O
is either not satisﬁed by monotonic support constraints or
not closed. Suppose that O = H  × R × C  does not satisfy
minH threshold, then RSH  will be pruned oﬀ during subset
enumeration, and O will not be generated. Suppose that O
does not satisfy minR or minC threshold, then (R × C  )
of O will be pruned oﬀ during 2D FCP generation, and
O will not be generated. This is contrary to the assumption. Hence, we gather that O satisﬁes monotonic support
constraints but it is not closed.
Suppose that O is not closed in the H set, then there
exists a closed FCC O = (H  ∪ Ha ) × R × C  such that
∀hk ∈ Ha , ri ∈ R , cj ∈ C  , Ok,i,j = 1, where Ha ∈ (H \ H  ).
Hence, in the post-pruning process, O is pruned oﬀ, which is
contrary to the assumption that O ∈ ξ. Thus, we conclude
that O is closed in the H set.
Suppose that O is not closed in the R set, then there
exists a closed FCC O = H  ×(R ∪Ra )×C  such that ∀hk ∈
H  , ri ∈ (R ∪ Ra ), cj ∈ C  , Ok,i,j = 1, where Ra ⊆ (R \ R ).
Hence, ((R ∪ Ra ) × C  ) ⊆ RSH  . Then ((R ∪ Ra ) × C  ) ⊆

5.

CUBEMINER

While RSM has the advantage that it can reuse existing
FCP mining algorithms, the number of 2D slices could be
large. In this section, we present a novel approach that mine
FCCs directly from the 3D dataset. We shall ﬁrst present
the principle behind our proposed CubeMiner scheme. Then,
we will look at the algorithm, and ﬁnally we shall show the
correctness of CubeMiner.

5.1 CubeMiner Principle
CubeMiner is a novel algorithm for mining FCC (H  , R , C  )
under constraints. It builds the sets H  , R , and C  and uses
monotonic support threshold constraints simultaneously on
H, R, and C to reduce the search space. A FCC indicates
that all its heights, rows, and columns are in “S-contained”
relation.
We use Z to denote a set of cell groups which are partitions
of the false values (i.e., “0”) of the boolean matrix. An
element (W, X, Y ) ∈ Z is called a “cutter” if ∀hk ∈ W ,
∀ri ∈ X, and ∀cj ∈ Y , Ok,i,j = 0. And we call W, X, Y the
left atom, middle atom, and right atom of cutter (W, X, Y )
respectively. We summarize the “0” cells row by row, hence,
Z contains as many cutters as rows in all height slices of the
3D data matrix. Each cutter is composed of the cell valued
by 0 in the row. Table 3 shows the 10 cutters of the matrix
in Table 1. The cutters are sorted by ascending order of left
atom ﬁrst and middle atom second.
CubeMiner starts with the whole dataset O(H, R, C) and
then splits it recursively using the cutters of Z until all cutters in Z are used and consequently all cells in each resulting
814

oﬀ to ensure closure in row set. Node R(h2 h3 , r1 r4 , c1 c2 c3 )
(d2 in Level 7) is also one such example to be pruned oﬀ as
it is not closed due to row r3 . Note that there exists some
nodes that are closed in row set although they may have
a temporary superset node in the processing. For example, node R(h1 h2 h3 , r3 r4 , c3 c5 ) (d3 in Level 3) has a temporary superset node R(h1 h2 h3 , r1 r3 r4 , c3 c5 ) (d4 in Level 3).
Though node d3 appears to be temporarily ‘unclosed’ due to
row r1 , we detect that after applying a later cutter (h3 , r1 , c4
c5 ) in level 7, node d4 loses its superset status, and d3 ’s oﬀspring L(h1 h3 , r3 r4 , c3 c5 ) (d5 in Level 7) just serves as a
reason to remove the middle son M (h1 h3 , r3 r4 , c3 c5 ) (b2 , an
oﬀspring of d4 ) safely. Hence, such row set nodes which are
temporary unclosed during processing are retained in that
they are row set closed in the whole scenario.
To remove useless nodes of (a) and (b) types, we maintain
two sets T L = {W1 , W2 , . . . , Wp }, T M = {X1 , X2 , . . . , Xq }
in each node to keep track of the left and middle atoms of
cutters that cut its path. And based on the two sets, we
develop Left Track Checking in Lemma 2 and Middle Track
Checking in Lemma 3. In the initial status, T L = T M = ∅
for the root. Since only left sons from a middle/right branch
need to be checked, T L set is updated only on a newly generated middle/right son. Similarly, since only middle sons
from a right branch need to be checked, T M set is updated
only on a newly generated right son. We shall denote the
T L (and T M ) set of node O as T LO (and T MO ).

Table 3: Z(cutter set).
W, X, Y
h1 , r 1 , c 4
h1 , r2 , c4 c5
h1 , r4 , c1 c2 c4
h2 , r2 , c1 c5
h2 , r 3 , c 5
h2 , r 4 , c 4
h3 , r1 , c4 c5
h3 , r2 , c4 c5
h3 , r 3 , c 5
h3 , r 4 , c 3

cube have the value 1. A cutter (W, X, Y ) in Z is used to
cut a cube (H  , R , C  ) if W ∩ H  = ∅, X ∩ R = ∅, and
Y ∩ C  = ∅. In this case, we say that the cutter is “applicable” to the cube. By convention, we deﬁne the left
son of (H  , R , C  ) by (H  \ W, R , C  ), the middle son by
(H  , R \ X, C  ) and the right son by (H  , R , C  \ Y ). Recursive splitting leads to all FCCs, but also some non-maximal
unclosed cubes. Pruning Strategies need to be applied to ensure that we obtain all FCCs and only the FCCs. We shall
consider how to develop such pruning strategies. Figure 1
shows the tree generated from the 3D matrix in Table 1.
From Figure 1, we see that the 10 cutters in Table 3 split
the original dataset into the resulting leaves in 10 steps (levels). We deﬁne the steps from the root to a node as the
node’s “path”. Each node is split into three new nodes in
the next level if the cutter is applicable. We only keep and
show nodes satisfying support thresholds (given minH =
minR = minC = 2) due to space limitation. However,
in each level, not all nodes generated are useful for further
splitting. There are four categories of useless nodes:
(a) Left son from a middle/right branch by the cutter
whose left atom has cut the node’s path before. For example, the left atom h1 of cutter (h1 , r2 , c4 c5 ) has already
cut the paths of left sons L(h2 h3 , r2 r3 r4 , c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 ) (a1 in
Level 2) and L(h2 h3 , r1 r2 r3 r4 , c1 c2 c3 c5 ) (a2 in Level 2) in
Level 2. a1 from the middle branch is unclosed in row
set and a2 from the right branch is unclosed in column
set. They are to be pruned oﬀ as the subsets of node
L(h2 h3 , r1 r2 r3 r4 , c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 ) (1st node in Level 1).
(b) Middle son from a right branch by the cutter whose
middle atom has cut the node’s path before. For example,
the middle atom r2 of cutter (h2 , r2 , c1 c5 ) has already cut the
path of middle son M (h1 h2 h3 , r1 r3 , c1 c2 c3 ) (b1 in Level 4).
This middle son is unclosed in column set and should be
pruned oﬀ as the subset of node M (h1 h2 h3 , r1 r3 , c1 c2 c3 c5 )
(2nd node in Level 3). Middle sons b2 , b3 and b4 are all
in such cases: they are either duplicates or subsets of other
nodes.
(c) Nodes that are unclosed in height set. For example, node R(h2 h3 , r1 r3 , c1 c2 c3 ) (c1 in Level 7) is unclosed in
height set because there exists its superset node R(h1 h2 h3 ,
r1 r3 , c1 c2 c3 ) (5th node in Level 5). Such nodes should be
pruned oﬀ to ensure closure in height set. Nodes c2 , c3 , c4
are all such examples.
(d) Nodes that are unclosed in row set. For example, node
R(h1 h2 h3 , r2 r3 r4 , c1 c2 c3 ) (d1 in Level 2) is unclosed in row
set because there exists its superset node R(h1 h2 h3 , r1 r2 r3 r4 ,
c1 c2 c3 ) (6th node in Level 2). Such nodes should be pruned

Lemma 2. Left Track Checking: Let L = (H  \ W, R , C  )
be the left son of node O = (H  , R , C  ) by cutter z =
(W, X, Y ). If W ∩ T LO = ∅, L can be pruned oﬀ.
Proof: Since W ∩ T LO = ∅, W ⊆ T LO , hence ∃z  =
(W, X  , Y  ) ∈ Z cuts O ’s ancestor Oa = (Ha , Ra , Ca ). Let
Ol = (Hl , Rl , Cl ) be the left sibling of Oa by cutter z  . Then,
either (1) Hl = Ha \ W, Ra = Rl \ X  ⊂ Rl , Ca = Cl or
(2) Hl = Ha \ W, Ra = Rl , Ca = Cl \ Y  ⊂ Cl . Since cutters
between z  and z are all with left item W , which are not
applicable to Ol , Ol remains unchanged after all z  to z
cuttings and H  \ W = Ha \ W = Hl , R ⊆ Ra , C  ⊆ Ca .
So, in both (1) and (2), we can draw the conclusion that
L ⊂ Ol . Hence, L can be pruned oﬀ.
2
For example, in Figure 1, the left son L(h2 h3 , r2 r3 r4 , c1 c2
c3 c4 c5 ) (a1 in level 2) of parent P (h1 h2 h3 , r2 r3 r4 , c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 )
(2nd node in level 1) by cutter (h1 , r2 , c4 c5 ) is pruned oﬀ in
that W ∩ T Lp = {h1 } = ∅.
Lemma 3. Middle Track Checking: Let M = (H  , R \
X, C  ) be the middle son of node O = (H  , R , C  ) by cutter
z = (W, X, Y ). If X ∩ T MO = ∅, M can be pruned oﬀ.
We can use the same logic in Lemma 2 to prove the correctness of Lemma 3, and hence we omit it here.
For example, in Figure 1, the middle son M (h1 h2 h3 , r1 r3 ,
c1 c2 c3 ) (b1 in level 4) of parent P (h1 h2 h3 , r1 r2 r3 , c1 c2 c3 )
(4th node in level 3) by cutter (h2 , r2 , c1 c5 ) is pruned oﬀ in
that X ∩ T Mp = {r2 } = ∅.
To remove useless nodes of (c) and (d) types, we develop
Close Height Set Checking in Lemma 4 and Close Row Set
Checking in Lemma 5
Lemma 4. Close Height Set Checking: Let O = (H  , R ,
C  ) be the middle/right son of node O and Z be the whole
cutter set. If ∃hw ∈ (H \ H  ) (H is the full height set
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Figure 1: FCC Mining Tree.
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of O) such that ∀({hw }, {rx }, Cy ) ∈ Z where rx ∈ R ,
C  ∩ Cy = ∅, then O is unclosed in the height set and
can be pruned oﬀ. Since the left son never satisﬁes the condition, only the middle and right sons need this checking.

To build the middle son M = (H  , R \ X, C  ) (lines 1520), three checks are required: monotonic constraint check
minR(R \X), middle track check, and close height set check
(Hcheck() in Algorithm 3). If M is not pruned oﬀ by the
three checks, cut() is called to process M , and the T L set
for L is updated to T L ∪ W .
To build the right son R = (H  , R , C  \ Y ) (lines 2129), three checks are required: monotonic constraint check
minC(C  \Y ), close height set check and close row set check.
If R is not pruned oﬀ by the three checks, cut() is called
to process R, and the T L, T M sets for L are updated to
T L ∪ W, T M ∪ X respectively.
Since the size of Z and the order of cutters inside Z are
important to performance, the algorithm can be optimized
by preprocessing the 3D dataset. We adopt two heuristics.
First, we transpose the 3D data matrix to make |H| < |C|
and |R| < |C|, which helps to minimize the size of |Z|. Second, we sort the height slices such that height slices with
more 0s are always in front of those with fewer 0s. This helps
to accelerate the mining by pruning oﬀ the search space as
early as possible.

Proof: ∃hw ∈ (H \ H  ) such that ∀({hw }, {rx }, Cy ) ∈ Z
where rx ∈ R , C  ∩Cy = ∅, i. e., ∀Ow,x,y ∈ ({hw }, R , C  ),
Ow,x,y = 1. So, there exists Os = (H  ∪ {hw }, R , C  ),
which is the superset of O = (H  , R , C  ). Hence, O is
not closed in the height set and can be pruned oﬀ.
2
For example, in Figure 1, node R(h2 h3 , r1 r2 r3 , c2 c3 ) (c2
in level 7) is not closed in the height set because there is
h1 ∈ (H \ {h2 , h3 }) such that for cutters (h1 , r1 , c4 ) and
(h1 , r2 , c4 c5 ), {c2 , c3 } ∩ {c4 } = ∅ and {c2 , c3 } ∩ {c4 c5 } = ∅.
And we ﬁnd c2’s superset in node R(h1 h2 h3 , r1 r2 r3 , c2 c3 )
(5th node in level 4).
Lemma 5. Close Row Set Checking: Let O = (H  , R ,
C ) be the left/right son of node O and Z be the whole cutter
set. If ∃rx ∈ (R \ R ) (R is the full row set of O) such that
∀({hw }, {rx }, Cy ) ∈ Z where hw ∈ H  , C  ∩ Cy = ∅, then
O is unclosed in the row set and can be pruned oﬀ. Since
the middle son never satisﬁes the condition, only the left and
right sons need this checking.


Algorithm 2 Cutting
1: cut((H  , R , C  ), Z, 0, |Z|, T L, T M )
2: Input: Node (H  , R , C  ), cutters list Z, iteration number i, |Z| the size of Z, left and right atoms tracks T L
and T M .
3: Output: ξ the set of FCCs.
4: (W, X, Y ) ← Z[i];
5: if i ≤ |Z| − 1 then
6:
if W ∩ H  = ∅ or X ∩ R = ∅ or Y ∩ C  = ∅ then
7:
ξ ← ξ ∪ cut((H  , R , C  ), Z, i + 1, |Z|, T L, T M );
8:
else
9:
if minH(H  \ W ) satisﬁed and W ∩ T L = ∅ then
10:
β ← Rcheck((H  \ W, R , C  ), Z);
11:
if β = 1 then
12:
ξ
←
ξ ∪ cut((H  \ W, R , C  ), Z, i +
1, |Z|, T L, T M );
13:
end if
14:
end if
15:
if minR(R \ X) satisﬁed and X ∩ T M = ∅ then
16:
α ← Hcheck((H  , R \ X, C  ), Z);
17:
if α = 1 then
18:
ξ ← ξ ∪ cut((H  , R \ X, C  ), Z, i + 1, |Z|, T L ∪
W, T M );
19:
end if
20:
end if
21:
if minC(C  \ Y ) satisﬁed then
22:
α ← Hcheck((H  , R , C  \ Y ), Z);
23:
if α = 1 then
24:
β ← Rcheck((H  , R , C  \ Y ), Z);
25:
if β = 1 then
26:
ξ ← ξ ∪cut((H  , R , C  \Y ), Z, i+1, |Z|, T L∪
W, T M ∪ X);
27:
end if
28:
end if
29:
end if
30:
end if
31: else
32:
ξ ← (H  , R , C  );
33: end if
34: return ξ;

Again, we can use the same logic in Lemma 4 to prove the
correctness of Lemma 5, so it is omitted here.
For example, in Figure 1, node R(h2 h3 , r1 r4 , c1 c2 c3 ) (d2
in level 7) is not closed in the row set because ∃r3 ∈ (R \
{r1 , r4 }) such that for cutters (h2 , r3 , c5 ) and (h3 , r3 , c5 ),
{c1 , c2 , c3 } ∩ {c5 } = ∅. And we ﬁnd d2’s superset in node
R(h2 h3 , r1 r3 r4 , c1 c2 c3 ) (3th node in level 6).

5.2

Algorithm CubeMiner

We are now ready to present CubeMiner algorithmically.
CubeMiner is a depth-ﬁrst method to mine FCCs. Algorithm 1 contains the pseudo-code of CubeMiner. First, the
left/middle track set T L/T M is initialized with empty set
and the set Z of cutters is computed, and then the recursive
function cut() in Algorithm 2 is called.
Algorithm 1 CubeMiner
1: CubeMiner()
2: Global variables: H the set of heights, R the set of rows,
C the set of columns, monotonic constraints minH,
minR, and minC on H, R, C respectively.
3: Input: 3D Matrix O with l heights, n rows and m
columns.
4: Output: ξ the set of FCCs.
5: T L ← empty(), T M ← empty();
6: Z and |Z| are computed from O;
7: ξ ← cut((H, R, C), Z, 0, |Z|, T L, T M );
Function cut() cuts a node O = (H  , R , C  ) with the
ﬁrst cutter Z[i] = (W, X, Y ) that satisﬁes the following constraints. First, (H  , R , C  ) must have a non empty intersection with Z[i]. If it is not the case, cut() is called with the
next cutter.
To build the left son L = (H  \W, R , C  ) (lines 9-14), three
checks are required: monotonic constraint check minH(H  \
W ), left track check, and close row set check (Rcheck() in
Algorithm 4). If L is not pruned oﬀ by the three checks,
cut() is called to process L, and there is no update on
T L, T M sets for L.
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Algorithm 3 Close Height Set Check
1: Hcheck((H  , R , C  ), Z)
2: Input: node (H  , R , C  ) and cutters list Z.
3: Output: ﬂag α.
4: if ∃hw ∈ (H\H  ) such that ∀({hw }, {rx }, Cy ) ∈ Z where
rx ∈ R , C  ∩ Cy = ∅ then
5:
α ← 0;
6: else
7:
α ← 1;
8: end if
9: return α;

from B to A. That is, between B and A, there must exist a
left-son oﬀspring of B. However, since the left atom of the
cutter Wl ∩ T L = W = ∅, the left-son oﬀspring is pruned
oﬀ and hence no A will be generated, which is contrary to
the previous assumption. For case (b), it is similar to (a):
during the process to remove oﬀ X from Rb , the middle-son
oﬀspring of B is pruned oﬀ due to Xm ∩ T M = X = ∅. As
a result, A will not be generated and it is contrary to the
assumption too. Hence, we conclude that the assumption is
wrong and A is closed in the column set.
Suppose that A is not closed in the row set, then there
exists A = (Ha , Ra ∪ Ra , Ca ) where Ra ⊆ R \ Ra , and
∀hk ∈ Ha , ∀ri ∈ Ra ∪ Ra , ∀cj ∈ Ca , Ok,i,j = 1. And since
the whole column set R is cut into Ra from root to A by
cutters in Zm , so there exists a set of cutters Za ⊆ Zm to
cut oﬀ Ra and ∀(W, X, Y ) ∈ Za , either (c) W ⊆ H \ Ha or
(d) Y ⊆ C \ Ca . Given any of A’s ancestor B = (Hb , Rb , Cb )
obtained from a cutter (W, X, Y ) ∈ Za . Since B is a middle
son, W ⊆ Hb , Y ⊆ Cb , and the T L set is updated into T L ∪
W . Case (c)’s proof is the same as case (a) above. As for
case (d), Y  Ca , there must exist cutters in Zr to remove
oﬀ Y on the path from B to A. Let B  = (Hb , Rb , Ca )
be the right-son oﬀspring of B after removing Y . Since
X ∩ Rb = ∅, and X ∩ Ra = ∅, ∃ru = X ∩ Ra such that
∀hk ∈ Ha , ∀cj ∈ Ca , Ok,u,j = 1. Hence B  is not row set
closed due to ru and will be pruned oﬀ in the close row
set checking of right son building process. As a result, A
will not be generated, which is contrary to the assumption.
Hence we conclude that the assumption is wrong and A is
closed in the row set.
Suppose that A is not closed in the height set, then there
exists A = (Ha ∪ Ha , Ra , Ca ) where Ha ⊆ H \ Ha , and
∀hk ∈ Ha ∪ Ha , ∀ri ∈ Ra , ∀cj ∈ Ca , Ok,i,j = 1. And since
the whole height set H is cut into Ha from the root to A
by cutters in Zl , so there exists a set of cutters Za ⊆ Zl to
cut oﬀ Ha and ∀(W, X, Y ) ∈ Za , either (e) X ⊆ R \ Ra or
(f) Y ⊆ C \ Ca . Like the proof in case (d), in case (e)/(f),
the ancestor of A will be pruned oﬀ as it will be unclosed
in the height set checking during middle/right son building
process. Hence, A will not be generated, and it is contrary to
the assumption. We conclude that the assumption is wrong
and A is closed in the height set.
Now, we have concluded that A is closed and satisﬁes all
monotonic constraints. Hence, A ∈ F CCs and our assumption that there exists a leave A ∈ LV but A ∈
/ F CCs is
wrong. That is, LV ⊆ F CCs. So, our algorithm for mining
F CCs is correct in that LV = F CCs.
2

Algorithm 4 Close Row Set Check
1: Rcheck((H  , R , C  ), Z)
2: Input: node (H  , R , C  ) and cutters list Z.
3: Output: ﬂag β.
4: if ∃rx ∈ (R \ R ) such that ∀({hw }, {rx }, Cy ) ∈ Z where
hw ∈ H  , C  ∩ Cy = ∅ then
5:
β ← 0;
6: else
7:
β ← 1;
8: end if
9: return β;

Theorem 2. Let F CCs be the set of frequent closed cubes
of a 3D dataset. Let LV be the set of leaf nodes derived
from CubeMiner on the dataset. Then, F CCs = LV . In
other words, CubeMiner can correctly generate all and only
all FCCs.
Proof: First, we prove that F CCs ⊆ LV . Let (H, R, C) be
the original dataset, Z be the whole cutter set and P be the
set of pruned nodes. Since F CCs ⊆ (H, R, C), and in the
tree building process, only cells valued ‘0’ are removed oﬀ by
cutters (veriﬁed by node’s son deﬁnition) and only useless
nodes (subsets of other nodes) are pruned oﬀ (veriﬁed by
Lemma 2 to Lemma 5), hence, F CCs ⊆ (H, R, C) \ Z \ P ,
that is, F CCs ⊆ LV .
Second, we prove LV ⊆ F CCs by contradiction. Assume
there exists a leave A ∈ LV but A ∈
/ F CCs. Then A is
either not satisﬁed by monotonic support constraints or not
closed. Let A = (Ha , Ra , Ca ) and Zl , Zm , Zr be the set
of cutters associated to the left, middle, right branches of
the path from the root to A respectively. During the tree
building process, each time we cut oﬀ a node’s height set, the
monotonic constraint minH is checked to be satisﬁed, hence,
Ha satisﬁes the monotonic support constraint. Similarly, Ra
and Ca both satisfy their monotonic constraints. Hence, we
gather that A is not closed.
Suppose that A is not closed in the column set, then there
exists A = (Ha , Ra , Ca ∪ Ca ) where Ca ⊆ C \ Ca , and
∀hk ∈ Ha , ∀ri ∈ Ra , ∀cj ∈ Ca ∪ Ca , Ok,i,j = 1. And since
the whole column set C is cut into Ca from the root to A
by cutters in Zr , so there exists a set of cutters Za ⊆ Zr to
cut oﬀ Ca and ∀(W, X, Y ) ∈ Za , either (a) W ⊆ H \ Ha or
(b) X ⊆ R \ Ra . Given any of A’s ancestor B = (Hb , Rb , Cb )
derived from a cutter (W, X, Y ) ∈ Za . Since B is a right son,
W ⊆ Hb , X ⊆ Rb , and the T L and T M sets are updated into
T L ∪ W and T M ∪ X respectively. For case (a), W  Ha ,
there must exist a cutter in Zl to remove oﬀ W on the path

6.

PARALLEL FCC MINING

Given that FCC mining is computationally expensive, a
solution to reduce the response time is to exploit parallelism.
In this section, we shall show how our proposed RSM and
CubeMiner can be parallelized easily.
In general, a parallel algorithm typically comprises three
logical phases: (a) a task generation phase that splits the
original task into smaller sub-tasks; (b) a task allocation
phase that assigns the sub-tasks to the processors; (c) a
task execution phase where every processor operates on the
allocated sub-tasks. An important factor in parallelism is
to minimize interference during the execution phase, so that
all processors can operate independently and concurrently
without having to communicate with one another.
It turns out that both RSM and CubeMiner ﬁt nicely into
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CDC15 dataset, we obtain a 3D expression matrix of size:
T × S × G = 19 × 9 × 7761.
We normalize the 3D datasets to make its cell value ‘1’
or ‘0’, where value ‘1’ means high expression value and ‘0’

otherwise. For dataset O = T × S × G = {Ok,i,j
} with
k ∈ [1, l], i ∈ [1, n] and j ∈ [1, m]. We normalize O into a
T × S × G matrix O as follows:

the above framework: tasks can be generated and allocated
to processors to be executed independently.
• Parallel RSM. In RSM, the mining of each representative slice corresponds to a task, in other words,
the maximum number of tasks is the number of eumerations of the base dimensions (those enumerations
that do not meet the minimum thresold requirement
are dropped). Each of these tasks can be allocated to
a processor, and can be processed independently.


Ok,i,j =

• Parallel CubeMiner. In CubeMiner, each branch
of the tree splitting process can be processed independently, and thus, each branch corresponds to a task.
In other words, we can allocate a branch of the tree
splitting process to a processor.

0


Ok,i,j

if

<

m


j=1 Ok,i,j
m m 
j=1 Ok,i,j
m

,
.

Before comparing the performance of CubeMiner and the
RSM framework, we ﬁrst study the optimization of CubeMiner. We experiment on the Elutritration dataset and sort
the original dataset by Time Slice. We ﬁrst sort the time
slice such that time slices with more 0s are always in front of
those with fewer 0s, which is called “Zero Decreasing Order”;
then we sort the time slice such that time slices with fewer
0s are always in front of those with more 0s, which is called
“Zero Increasing Order”. We compare the performance of
CubeMiner on the original order, Zero Decreasing Order and
Zero Increasing Order. Figure 2 shows the results as we vary
minH, minR and minC respectively. First, we observe that
with the increase in minH, minR and minC values, regardless of the ordering of the datasets, the processing time of
CubeMiner decreases. This is expected since a larger threshold value means that we can prune a larger space as the
answer size is smaller. Second, in all the three cases, we
observe that CubeMiner performs best on the dataset with
Zero Decreasing Order, and worst on the dataset with Zero
Increasing Order. The performance of CubeMiner on the
original dataset stays in the middle position. CubeMiner
performs best when the dataset is sorted by the Zero Decreasing Order because applying cutters with more 0s ﬁrst
will remove the patterns that do not satisfy the minimum
thresholds early. That is, it helps to prune oﬀ the search
space early, and hence accelerates the mining process. Based
on these results, in the following experiments, we adopt an
optimized version of CubeMiner that pre-sorts the datasets
in Zero Decreasing Order before performing FCC mining.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have implemented the RSM framework and CubeMiner in C. For the RSM framework, we employed D-Miner
[3] in phase two as the 2D FCP mining scheme. This is
because D-Miner keeps the supporting row set of each FCP
during the processing, which is important for close check
of 3D FCC. Moreover, D-Miner has been shown to perform well in relatively dense datasets. We conducted a performance study to evaluate the eﬃciency of RSM against
CubeMiner, and study the optimization of CubeMiner. In
addition, we also study the parallel versions of RSM and
CubeMiner. For our experiments, we use two real 3D microarray datasets: the yeast cell-cycle regulated genes [15]
(http://genomewww.stanford.edu/cellcycle) in the Elutriation Experiments and CDC15 Experiments respectively. To
study the eﬀect of the proposed schemes on scalability, we
also use synthetic datasets generated by the IBM data generator. The generator is available at http://www.cs.umbc.edu
/∼cgiannel/assoc gen.html. All the experiments are run on
a Pentium 4 PC with 1 GB RAM.

7.1


if Ok,i,j
≥

7.1.1 CubeMiner Optimization

For both Parallel-RSM and Parallel-CubeMiner, to ensure
that the tasks can be processed independently each processor requires a copy of the entire dataset. This is necessary
so that the post-pruning phase can be performed independently. Fortunately, the communication overhead (to transmit the dataset to all processors) is not signiﬁcant: (a) the
dataset can be transmitted while the tasks are being generated, so the response time is not much aﬀected; (b) the
communication cost is relatively small compared to the mining cost.

7.

1

7.1.2 Vary Monotonic Constraints
In this experiment, we vary the monotonic support constraints minH, minR and minC, and study the performance of RSM and CubeMiner respectively. For RSM, we
examine two versions using dimensions H and R as the base
dimensions respectively. We denote these versions as ‘RSMH’ and ‘RSM-R’ respectively. As we will be enumerating the
H and R dimensions, the constraint minC on dimension C
will have a relatively smaller eﬀect. Hence, we study the
eﬀect of minC ﬁrst.
The results are shown in Figure 3. In Figure 3(a), we
see clearly that RSM-R is much faster than RSM-H. This is
because |R| < |H| and a larger enumerated dimension leads
to more representative slices. Hence, the enumeration on
the smallest dimension always leads to better performance of
RSM. When we refer to RSM in the following experiments,
we default it as taking the smallest dimension to enumerate.
We also see that the execution time of CubeMiner and
RSM-R both decrease with the increase of minC. Moreover, for the Elutritration dataset, RSM-R is faster than

Results from Real Microarray Datasets

In this section, we experiment on two real microarray
datasets. For the Elutritration Experiments, there are a
total of 7161 genes whose expression values are measured
from time 0 to 390 minutes at 30 minute intervals (a total of 14 time points). And for the CDC15 Experiments,
there are a total of 7761 genes whose expression values are
measured from time 70 to 250 minutes at 10 minute intervals (a total of 19 time points). Finally, we use 9 of the
attributes of the raw data as the samples (e.g., the raw
values for the average and normalized signal for Cy5 and
Cy3 dyes, the ratio of those values, etc.) [19]. Thus, from
the Elutritration dataset, we obtain a 3D expression matrix of size: T × S × G = 14 × 9 × 7161; and from the
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of 14, RSM-H performs worse than CubeMiner. And, as
we shall see shortly, in the synthetic datasets where larger
dimension size is used, this trend is more obvious.
Even when the enumerated dimension has a small size of 9
for RSM, with the increase in minC, CubeMiner catches up
quickly. This is because CubeMiner directly works on the
3D dataset which prunes oﬀ the search space as soon as possible while RSM takes time in representative slice generation
before performing space pruning.
Next, we study the variation of minH, minR on the two
3D datasets and set minC = 1000 for the Elutritration
dataset and minC = 1100 for the CDC15 dataset. The
minC values are selected such that CubeMiner has a nearly
similar but little longer processing time than RSM, to minimize the eﬀects of minC on the performance. Figure 4 and
Figure 5 show the results respectively. The relative performance between RSM and CubeMiner remains largely the
same for the same reasons given in the other experiments.
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Figure 2: CubeMiner Optimization.

CubeMiner when minC is below 1000. However, CubeMiner catches up and performs better when minC increases
above 1100. Similarly, for the CDC15 dataset, RSM is faster
when minC is less than 1100. This is due to the underlying
working strategies of RSM and CubeMiner. As we know,
the number of cutters in CubeMiner has an important effect on the tree’s depth, and hence aﬀects its performance.
RSM mines on each representative slice, which has much
fewer rows compared with the number of cutters in CubeMiner. That is, the datasets (representative slice) that RSM
works on, is much smaller than the ones (whole dataset) that
CubeMiner does. And the execution time of RSM is the
sum of the execution time on each representative slice. This
makes RSM eﬃcient if the number of representative slices is
not large. However, the number of representative slices increases very quickly with the increase of the dimension size
to be enumerated, which limits the advantage of RSM to a
great extent. That’s why RSM runs faster when the enumerated dimension is very small but runs much slower as
the smallest dimension grows. As we may see from RSM-H
in Figure 3 (a), when the enumerated dimension has a size

7.1.3 Effect of Parallelism
In this experiment, we study the eﬀect of the number of
processors on the processing time. The number of processors
is varied from 1 to 32. We present the results on the CDC15
dataset. The results are shown in Figure 6. First, we observe
that the parallel version of RSM-R outperforms the parallel
version of CubeMiner. This is because, for this experiment,
the experimental setup favors RSM-R, i.e., this is the setting
where the uniprocessor RSM-R also outperforms CubeMiner
(see Figure 3 where minC = 1000). Second, we note that as
the degree of parallelism increases, the response time also
decreases. Moreover, as in traditional parallel processing,
there is a certain “optimal” number of processors beyond
which additional parallelism leads to only marginal gain. In
this experiment, for both schemes, the speedup is good for
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upto 8 processors. Beyond 8 processors, the speedup starts
to degrade.
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Results on Synthetic Datasets

To study the scalability of our proposed schemes, we generate synthetic datasets using the IBM data generator. Since
RSM’s eﬃciency depends greatly on the size of the smallest dimension, in the ﬁrst set of experiments, we study the
eﬀects of the size of smallest dimension on the execution
time. We experiment on seven syntactic datasets with 30%
density (percentage of cells with value one), 20 rows, 1000
columns, and the number of heights varied from 8 to 20.
We set minH = minR = 3, and minC = 30 for all the experiments. Figure 7 shows the execution time in logarithm
(second) scale. We see that the execution time of RSM and
CubeMiner increase with increasing height number. We also
observe that RSM’s execution time increases much faster as
the size of the heights increases. For larger datasets, CubeMiner is clearly much more eﬃcient than RSM.
To study the scalability on large dataset, we generate syntactic datasets with 100 heights, 100 rows, 10000 columns,
and 10% density. We study the execution time of RSM and
CubeMiner with the variation of minH, minR, and minC.
RSM failed to ﬁnish processing after long hours even on very
high support constraints, which is incomparable to CubeMiner. Even its parallel version takes longer time than CubeMiner. This is because, with 100 heights, the number of
slices to be enumerated is very large. Hence, we only report
the execution time of CubeMiner and its parallel version
P-CubeMiner with 8 processors (the “optimal” number) in
Figure 8. From the results, we can conﬁrm that (for the
dataset used) 8 processors oﬀer very good speedup. Moreover, we note that the parallel version of CubeMiner can
reduce the computational cost signiﬁcantly.
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Figure 6: Vary Number of Processors.
From the experiments on synthetic datasets, we see that
CubeMiner scales well on large datasets while RSM works
eﬃciently only on datasets with a small size in one dimension.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have generalized 2D frequent closed
pattern mining into 3D context. We deﬁned the model of
3D frequent closed pattern – Frequent Closed Cube (FCC).
We proposed two schemes to mine FCCs - while the Representative Slice Mining framework (RSM) enables us to
reuse existing 2D frequent closed pattern mining algorithm,
CubeMiner operates on the 3D space directly. We also
presented parallel versions of the two schemes. We conducted extensive performance study on both real and synthetic datasets. Our results showed that both schemes can
mine FCC eﬃciently, in particular, CubeMiner is superior
for large datasets, while RSM performs best when one of the
dimensions is small. Moreover, the parallel versions of both
schemes can further reduce the computation time signiﬁ821
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Figure 8: Vary minH, minR and minC.
cantly. As future research, we plan to study 3D association
rule analysis and classiﬁer based on frequent closed cubes.
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